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Preface
The Consolidated Word List is a compilation of over 100 Scripps National Spelling bee word lists dating
as far back as 1950. There are 23,413 unique words in this 2004 edition. Parts of speech, language
origins, pronunciations, definitions, and sentences are provided for 43% (10,139) of these words. The
words are divided into three categories:
•

Words Appearing Infrequently
(6,615 words; 22% with word information)

•

Words Appearing with Moderate Frequency
(9,058 words; 40% with word information)

•

Words Appearing Frequently
(7,740 words; 66% with word information)

When using this resource, please keep the following in mind:
•

The only complete source for the study of words given in the Scripps National Spelling Bee in
Washington, D.C., is Webster’s Third New International Dictionary and its Addenda section,
copyright 2002, Merriam-Webster. Mastery of the Consolidated Word List will certainly
improve a speller’s chances of progressing to the championship but is no guarantee of success:
At any point a speller may be asked to spell a word that appears in Webster’s Third but does
not appear in the Consolidated Word List.

•

Some words appear repeatedly on Bee word lists for the sole reason that they are good spelling
bee words. However, Bee officials do not consult the Consolidated Word List when composing
word lists for the Scripps National Spelling Bee in Washington, D.C.

•

Spellers should not limit their study to the Consolidated Word List. Advanced spelling bee
success depends in large part on one’s knowledge of roots, prefixes, suffixes, spelling rules, and
patterns in languages. Carolyn’s Corner, a spellingbee.com Web site feature, offers excellent
study tips for advanced spellers.

•

It is possible that a few words appearing in the Consolidated Word List may not appear in
Webster’s Third. Spellers will not be asked to spell such words at the Scripps National Spelling
Bee in Washington, D.C.

•

In the Consolidated Word List, the pronunciation provided is usually the first given in Webster’s
Third. Although some words can be more than one part of speech, only one part of speech is
provided in the Consolidated Word List. The part of speech provided matches that of the
definition listed and coincides with the word’s use in the illustrative sentence.

•

The Consolidated Word List also provides language of origin information. If you feel that a word
needs further explanation or additional definitions and pronunciations, look up the word in
Webster’s Third.
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MERRIAM-WEBSTER PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS
E ......... banana, collect
SE, TE .... humdrum
H ......... as in one pronunciation used by r-droppers for bird
(alternative \Ei\)
D ......... two-value symbol equivalent to the unstressed variants \E\, \i\,
as in habit, duchess (\ShabDt\ = \ShabEt, -bit\)
F .......... immediately preceding \l\, \n\, \m\, \N\, as in battle, mitten,
and in one pronunciation of cap and bells \-Fm-\, lock and
key \-FN-\; immediately following \l\, \m\, \r\, as in one
pronunciation of French table, prisme, titre
Ei ........ as in one pronunciation used by r-droppers for bird
(alternative \H\)
Er ........ operation; stressed, as in bird as pronounced by speakers who
do not drop r; stressed and with centered period after the \r\, as
in one pronunciation of burry (alternative \Hr\) and in one
pronunciation of hurry (alternative \E·r\); stressed and with
centered period after \Er\ as in one pronunciation of hurry
(alternative \Er·\)
a ......... mat, map

C ......... day, fade, date, aorta
B ......... bother, cot; most American speakers have the same vowel in
father, cart

A ......... father as pronounced by speakers who do not rhyme it with
bother; farther and cart as pronounced by r-droppers
aa........ bad, bag, fan as often pronounced in an area having New
York City and Washington, D.C., on its perimeter; in an
emphatic syllable, as before a pause, often \aaE\
ai ........ as in some pronunciations of bag, bang, pass

aU ....... now, loud, some pronunciations of talcum
b ......... baby, rib
ch ....... chin, nature \SnCchE(r)\ (actually, this sound is \t\ + \sh\)
d ......... elder, undone
Z......... as in the usual American pronunciation of latter, ladder
e ......... bet, bed
SG, TG .... beat, nosebleed, evenly, sleepy
G ......... as in one pronunciation of evenly, sleepy, envious,
igneous (alternative \i\)

ee........ (in transcriptions of foreign words only) indicates a vowel
with the quality of e in bet but long, not the sound of ee in
sleep: en arrière \BMnAryeer\
eU ....... as in one pronunciation of elk, helm

f.......... fifty, cuff
g ......... go, big
h ......... hat, ahead
hw ...... whale as pronounced by those who do not have the same
pronunciation for both whale and wail

i .......... tip, one pronunciation of banish (alternative unstressed \G\),
one pronunciation of habit (alternative \E\; see D)
I .......... site, side, buy (actually, this sound is \B\ + \i\, or \A\ + \i\)
iU ........ as in one pronunciation of milk, film
j .......... job, gem, edge, procedure \prESsGjE(r)\ (actually, this sound is
\d\ + \zh\)

k ......... kin, cook, ache

k..........as in one pronunciation of loch (alternative \k\), as in German
ich-laut

l ..........lily, pool
m ........murmur, dim, nymph
n..........no, own
M ..........indicates that a preceding vowel is pronounced with the nasal
passages open, as in French un bon vin blanc \QMbPMvaMblBM\

N..........sing \SsiN\, singer \SsiNE(r)\, finger \SfiNgE(r)\, ink \SiNk\
P..........bone, snow, beau; one pronunciation of glory
O..........saw, all, saurian; one pronunciation of horrid
Q.........French bQuf, German Hölle
R.........French feu, German Höhle
Oi ........coin, destroy, strawy, sawing
PP........(in transcriptions of foreign words only) indicates a vowel
with the quality of o in bone but longer, not the sound of oo in
food: comte \kPPMt\
p..........pepper, lip

r ..........rarity, one pronunciation of tar
s ..........source, less
sh ........with nothing between, as in shy, mission, machine, special
(actually, this is a single sound, not two); with a stress mark
between, two sounds as in death’s-head \SdethsThed\
t ..........tie, attack; one pronunciation of latter (alternative \Z\)

th ........with nothing between, as in thin, ether (actually, this is a
single sound, not two); with a stress mark between, two
sounds as in knighthood \SnItThUd\
th ........then, either (actually, this is a single sound, not two)

V..........rule, fool, youth, union \SyVnyEn\, few \SfyV\
U..........pull, wood, curable \SkyUrEbEl\
W ........German fVllen, hVbsch
X ........French rue, German fVhlen
v..........vivid, give
w.........we, away
y..........yard, cue \SkyV\, union \SyVnyEn\
Y...........(in transcriptions of foreign words only) indicates that during
the articulation of the sound represented by the preceding
character the tip of the tongue has substantially the position it
has for the articulation of the first sound of yard, as in French
digne \dGnY\
yV........youth, union, cue, few

yU........curable
z..........zone, raise
zh........with nothing between, as in vision, azure \SazhE(r)\ (actually,
this is a single sound, not two); with a stress mark between,
two sounds as in rosehill \SrPzThil\
\ ..........slant line used in pairs to mark the beginning and end of a
transcription: \Spen\
S...........mark preceding a syllable with primary (strongest) stress:
\SpenmEnTship\
T...........mark preceding a syllable with secondary (next-strongest)
stress: \SpenmEnTship\
( )........indicate that what is symbolized between is present in some
utterances but not in others: factory \Sfakt(E)rG\
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Guide for Language of Origin
The citations for languages of origin in this book are a simplification of those given in Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, copyright 2002, Merriam-Webster. For example, Webster’s Third gives OE, ME, and E, but we give only E. With
New Latin (NL) and International Scientific Vocabulary (ISV), however, we tend to provide information that supplements
that provided in Webster’s Third. Where Webster’s Third lists NL as the language of origin, we attempt to list the origin of
the roots used to form the new word. We list ISV only when it is difficult to determine instead the languages from which the
ISV element came.
We do not always list all of the languages a word passed through before it entered modern English. Only those languages that
significantly altered the word are listed, with the earliest language listed first and a greater-than sign (>) connecting the
subsequent language(s). An ampersand (&) joins two languages and indicates that each contributed to one stage of the word’s
history, while the word or indicates it is impossible to be certain which language is the true language of origin. A question
mark (?) following a language indicates uncertainty about the information provided. We give the separate etymologies of
each word element regularly used in Webster’s Third, with one exception: combining form(s) [cf(f)]. Combining forms are
word elements regularly used in English or another language to make a new word, but they do not by themselves constitute
words. Examples include: -ly, -ing, -ment, -en, -o-, en-, non-, etc. The separate word element etymologies are joined by a plus
sign (+). Page 16a in Webster’s Third contains more detailed information about etymological entries.
Example

Explanation

[L > F + L]

The first part of the word was originally Latin. It then passed through French.
The second part is from Latin.

[L&F > E]

The word was originally formed from a combination of French and Latin and
then became English.

[L or F > E]

The word came from either Latin or French (we do not know which), and then
it became English.

[(E + Fcf) > G]

The first part of the word is English. The second part is a French combining
form. It was formed in German, from which we got it.

[Ecf + E + Ecff]

The first part of the word is an English combining form. The second part is
English. The ending consists of English combining forms.

[F? > Sp]

The word might have come from French, but we got it from Spanish.

Abbreviations for languages and other etymological information found in this book are those used in Webster’s Third. A
comprehensive list of these abbreviations can be found on pages 52a–54a of Webster’s Third. Some of the more frequently
used abbreviations that appear in this book and what they stand for are listed below.
Ar
cf(f)
D
E
F
G
geog
Gk
Gmc
Heb
imit
Ir
ISV

Arabic
combining form(s)
Dutch
English
French
German
geographical
Greek
Germanic
Hebrew
imitative
Irish
International Scientific Vocabulary

It
Jpn
L
Norw
O
Per
Pg
Pol
Russ
Skt
Sp
Sw
W

Italian
Japanese
Latin
Norwegian
old
Persian
Portuguese
Polish
Russian
Sanskrit
Spanish
Swedish
Welsh

